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About RxStrategies

A technology and service leader since 2002. RxStrategies
reduces the complexity of implementing, maintaining and
optimizing 340B programs for Covered Entities of all types.

Compliance

RxStrategies prioritizes 340B program compliance, offering
complimentary on-site audit support, and an integrated
self-audit tool for ongoing compliance monitoring and
policy adherence.

Support

RxStrategies provides Covered Entities with knowledgeable,
timely and transparent communication. Our dedicated team
of 340B experts are assigned to each Covered Entity,
providing continuous assistance and high-touch support.

Our Solution

Simplify the process of managing mixed-use inventory
virtualization and replenishment with RxStrategies. Our
powerful, efficient, and feature-rich platform provides
users with precise control of their mixed use program.
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Highly customizable, user-friendly and secure solution that
integrates seamlessly into hospitals and health systems
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Intuitive, Cloud-Based Platform
The RxStrategies platform represents the cutting edge of mixed use management solutions. Through
direct feedback from our clients at complex health systems, our software has evolved to meet the diverse
needs of all covered entities. Our cloud based platform is remarkably efficient to use, highly customizable
and effective at optimizing program performance and streamlining internal workflows.

Reporting and Analytics
Robust and customized reporting and analytics capability provide users with detailed and insightful visibility
into daily, weekly and monthly program activity. All data elements can easily be exported from the platform.
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Enhanced Ordering Workflows
Improve labor and process efficiencies with a streamlined order review workflow that presents the end user with
optimization options for each order. Enhanced savings logic analyzes the possibility of utilizing alternative NDCs
for cost savings. Low price logic automatically splits items to the lowest price across accounts to maximize savings
and preserve 340B accumulations when possible.

Advanced Management Tools
Data exceptions reporting provides insights into program integrity and enhances savings capture
Native self-audit tool facilitates a straightforward and efficient self audit program
Price file reconciliation verifies pricing accuracy
Crosswalk management tools provide multiple layers of mapping workflows to support any crosswalk scenario
Multi Facility support allows health systems to more effectively manage their program across all facilities
User management allows users to be assigned access specific to their role and location
Alerts messaging engine generates email alerts to notify users and RxStrategies support if an issue arises
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Streamlined Implementation
Our implementation team is accurate and efficient. With extensive expertise in analyzing and processing various
data types, we offer guidance in creating customized business logic, policies, and procedures tailored to your
Covered Entity's unique requirements. We facilitate an easy transition from other vendors by utilizing current
accumulations, crosswalks and blocks to minimize the covered entity’s efforts.
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